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OFF THE FLOOR

John Niven

WORD UP
NEWSFLASH: Where better to host Ibiza’s first
literary festival than Wham’s original Club
Tropicana, the Balearic Studio 5: Pikes Hotel? In
poetic fashion, the two-nighter (’cause writers
do it better) runs 11th-12th September. And
who better to get involved with the smashing
of champagne to the bow of books and all that
sail from them, than the legends that are Irvine
Welsh and John Niven? Quiet night by the pool,
anyone?
Centred around two evening suppers and
conversation hosted by Stephen Armstrong,
author of the seminal history of Ibiza, The White
Island, Niven, the one-time A&R-turned-author
of Kill Your Friends (and seven more gripping
tomes), told Off The Floor: “I’m looking forward
to the spoken word festival at Pikes, because
I’ve often found myself unable to speak when
I’ve been there.”
Irvine Welsh headlines the bill, his Leith lilt
likely shedding light on why his behemoth
of escapism and social commentary,
Trainspotting, and collabs with Panic London,
Danny Rampling, Kris Needs, Arthur Baker and
Steve Mac, are not too dissimilar to Sonny’s
infamous party bathtub.
The successful and hardworking hero of modern
literature will also be providing a soundtrack, as
he does to his characters when writing,

returning to the wheels of steel for the first
time in Ibiza since the notorious days of the
Manumission Motel with a rare DJ set. The first
night will also feature the opportunity for any
poet, musician, or rhythmic word gymnast to
share Balearic-inspired raps at an open mic and
spoken word party hosted by DJ Mag’s Off The
Floor editor, Kirsty Allison, who also runs Cold
Lips, the fashion and literary magazine, and
parties in London, Berlin and New York. Her
debut novel set in the music and fashion worlds
of ’90s UK and Ibiza, Vagrant Lovers, drops next
year, not before her spoken word recordings
with The Children Of The Burning Sun. Our lord
of anti-literary dance, Welsh offered great
ruminating illuminations as framework prior to
us setting our pages on fire on the dancefloor:
“None of those fools
Will be any the wiser
If the music is good
Or if it’s scheisse
Ibiza hol Ibiza hol Ibiza holiday
We vurk unt rest we vurk unt rest ve vurk unt
rest unt play”
Preach, baby, preach! And to get full context:
try and get hold of some of those tracks he’s
been recording recently…

SPACE SOUNDS

POETIC JUSTICE
MALIK AMEER CRUMPLER is a limitless wordsmith.
Born in LA, spending time in New York, and now
based in Paris, he hosts many English-speaking
spoken word nights and edits on various journals,
contributes to Cold Lips, and curates Transatlantic
Poetry. A rapper of phenomenal skill, critical
appreciation and positivity, his new project on
Def Presse, 'Madison Washington', is on heavy
rotation in the Off The Floor HQ, with tasters of the
forthcoming album debuted by Gilles Peterson's
6Music show, and preview rhymes touted with great
honours in our reviews section here. Should be
dropping late August, early September. Ameer’s
world-class writing and performing is saying
everything. FIYA! The album features Kirsty Allison
and other poets as part of his agenda to reframe
the ‘difficult’ boundaries between poetry and hiphop, and he does it with the class of the Last Poets
and Gil Scott-Heron. This collection of raps which
go right back to the old skool is the best poetry
collection you’ll buy this year, damn, possibly this
century. We can’t recommend it highly enough.

SPEAKING to the established and respected music journalist
whose past books include Future Days: Krautrock, and more
avant-garde thoughts, author David Stubbs’ new one Mars By
1980 is a very spacey affair.
“I was a club kid in the early ’80s. It was cocktails and booze.
When acid house happened it was rural, and I was never into
the statutory drugs, and didn’t appreciate it,” he explains when
Off The Floor quiz him on why acid house and all that followed
is explained as a mere footnote (or chapter, or four) within
his history of electronica. Stubbs pinpoints the problem here:
rave is always cast in a pharmaceutical shadow of populism,
and what this new book achieves is to defy that myth, via the
wonderful proponents of futurism, experimentalism, much
classical crossover, and the need to invent alternative universes.
Pulling on many names that were fresh to us, beyond Bartok,
Stockhausen and John Cage, this book goes right back, and is
addressed by two timelines in the back, a musicological one,
which we have an excerpt of here, but also the music technology
which began in 1876 with the world’s first synthesiser, enabling
us to get to Mars by 1980.
“I named it because I began with a synthophobia, but genuinely miss the days when the synth sounded
so spacey and sci-fi." We were googling all the unknowns, right back from the Victorian days, all the way
through the pages. Pure knowledge, worth the cover price.
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Mars By 1980’s music timeline:
A Guy Called Gerald ‘Voodoo Ray’
William Basinski ‘The Disintegration Loops’
Luciano Berio ‘Omaggio A Joyce’
Burial ‘Untrue’
D.A.F. ‘Gold Und Liebe’
Delia Derbyshire & Barry Bermange ‘There
Is A God’
Edgard Varèse ‘Poème Electronique’
Kraftwerk ‘Trans-Europe Express’
Suicide ‘Frankie Teardrop’
Brian Eno ‘Dulwich Beach, Autumn, 1960’
Sun Ra ‘I’ll Wait For You’
Stevie Wonder ‘Living For The City’
The Human League ‘Love Action’
Joe Meek ‘I Hear A New World’
The Orb ‘A Huge, Ever-Pulsating Brain That
Rules From The Centre Of The Ultraworld’
Pere Ubu ‘Non-Alignment Pact’
Prince ‘If I Was Your Girlfriend’
Stockhausen ‘Kontakte’
Steve Reich ‘Come Out’
Robert Rental & The Normal ‘Live At West
Runton’
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